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Recall that a ring R is said to be prime if the product of two of its nonzero 
two-sided ideals is never 0. This is equivalent to the fact that if aRb = 0, 
a, b E R, then a = 0 or b = 0, that is, if mb = Cl for all Y E R then a = 0 or 
b = 0. 
One might very well ask if there is anything particular about the use of just 
two elements a and b above. For instance, is it possible that nrbrc = 0 hr all 
Y E R, R a prime ring, with elements a # 0 b # 0, c f 0 in W 2 More generally, 
is it possible to find n nonzero elements a, ,..., a, in a prime ring R such that 
alraZr . . * a,-lra, = 0 for all Y E R ? 
One thing is certain about this last question, namely, we cannot have 
a1 z a2 = ... = a, # 0. For, if this were possible, a,R would be a nil right 
ideal of R of bounded index of nilpotence (namely, n + 1); a well-known result of 
Levitzki would then tell us that R has a nonzero nilpotent ideal. This is not 
possible in a prime ring. 
Posner and Schneider addressed themselves to the questions raised in the above 
paragraphs in [2] and did obtain an interesting theorem about the impossibility 
of relations of the form alra2r ... anelra, = 0 for a certain class of prime rings, 
and about the possibility of such relations for other prime rings. We synopsize 
what they did in [2]: 
1. By linearizing on r and some elementary Play with elements, they showed 
that if arbrc = 0 for all Y in the prime ring R then one of a, b, or c must be 
2. For general prime rings one cannot go beyond three elements a, b, c. 
IIowever, they did show that if R is a prime ring with minimal right ideal (and so, 
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a primitive ring with minimal right ideal), and if M is a faithful, irreducible 
R-module, and D = Hom,(M, :71), then 
(a) If I> is infinite and alra2r ..* a,-,ra, = 0 for all I E R, then some ai must 
be 0. 
(b) On the other hand, if D is finite, having q elements, then one can find 
q --t 2 nonzero elements a, ,..., a9i.2 in R such that a,ra,r ... a ,,-. lra “.!. 2 = 0 for 
all r E R, and that one cannot find q + 1 nonzero elements a, ,..., aQf1 such that 
a,raer ... apra,,T1 = 0 for all r E R. 
In this paper we shall push these results of Posner and Schneider much 
further. One could say that this whole area of results is in the nature of a curiosity 
and probably has no implications outside of itself. However, the results do seem 
to have some interest. 
WC begin the material with 
LI;MMA 1. Let R be a prime Goldie ring and let A be the subring generated by 
all the regular elements of R. Then, if S is the ring of quotients of R zLe have: 
1. .4 is a prime Goldie ring. 
2. Jf s, t E S are such that sAt = 0 then s = 0 or t ---: 0. 
Proof. I3y Goldic’s theorem, S .. D, , the ring of all K x k matrices over a 
division ring I>. nut then every element in S is a sum of invertible elements. 
Thus, given x E S, x = .x, + ... ! I,, where xi E S are invertible. Ne can write 
xi = a,b ’ where a, , b E Ii and b is regular. Since each xi is invertible in S, we 
have that each ai is regular in R. Hence x x1 T ... -1 x, = (al -I- ... + a&‘. 
Since the a, E A, we see that S is an order in S. By Goldie’s theorem we then 
know that A is a prime Goldie ring. 
Suppose that s, t E S are such that sAt = 0. We write s -= uz’ l, t ~a-’ 
where u, z’, W, x are in A and z’, z are regular in R. If a E A then oa E A, hence 
0 = .yaat _ UC QyazL.,g 1, the outcome of which is the uAec = 0. Because u, v E A 
and .I is prime we obtain u = 0 or ZL : 0 which give, respectively, that s := 0 
or t :-- 0. 
Since the product of regular elements in R is regular, A is merely the additive 
group generated by all the regular elements of R. 
As was pointed out to us by J. C. Robson, the ring A of Lemma 1 is actually 
all of R itself. The proof is not hard and is based on the Faith-Utumi theorem. 
However, for our purposes here, the weaker statement given in I,emma 1 
suffices. 
U:e go on to 
I.EMM.4 2. Let R be a prime Goldie ring and let S = I>,: be the ring of quotients 
of R. Suppose that k ;T; 2. 
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e 
‘khm we can$nd a, b E R, with b regular in R, such that ell = ab-1 ami a 
is a domain. 
Proof. Suppose the result is false; that is, whenever eIl = ab-1, a, b E R then 
aRa is not a domain. Now e,,Se,, = De,, is a division ring, and given 6 E D then 
se,, = e,,6. Moreover, aRa = e,,bRe,,b C e,,Se,,b = De,,b; therefore De,,b is 
not a domain. Hence we can find 6, , 6, E D such that 6,e,,b # 0 and 6,ellb # 69 
and (61e,,b)(S,e,,b) = 0. Since 6, is invertible and b is regular, we get that 
ellbS,e,, = 8, and since S,e,, = 11 a , e 6 we end up with elIbe,, = 0. Bet 
a = e,,b, we see that aelI = 0. Thus ae,l = 0 whenever el, = ab-1. If c E 
regular then e,, = ace-lb-l = ac(bc)-1; thus acell = 0. This gives us 
aAell == 0 where A is the subring of Ii generated by the regular elements. 
Since a f 0, e,, # 0 are in S, by part (2) of Lemma I this is not possible. 
Therefore the lemma is proved. 
e are raow able to prove 
THEOREM 1. Let li be an injinite prime Go&&e y&g, ami suppose that 
a, >...1 an E 5.8 aye such that alya2y ... anwlyan = 0 fop all r E 41. Thn some ai = 0, 
P~ooj. R is an order in D, where D is a division ring. If k = 1 then R is a 
domain, hence the result is trivially true. Suppose then that k > 2. Suppose 
further that each ai # 0. 
Since R is infinite, D must be infinite. Let V = D C D,; V is a right vector 
space over D. Write el, = uv-l where U, zi E R and where M has been chosen, 
according to Lemma 2, in such a way that uRu is a domain. We claim that there 
sucbthata,xze#Qfori= 1,2,...,n.For,lel:~‘~==(wETjja,~u=Cs>; 
we claim that Vi is a D-subvector space of V. 
Since e,,6 = 6eII for 6 E II, we have UV-Q = &AU-~, which is to say, &A = 
uv-%a. If w E Y$ then aiwu = 0, hence a,wuv-%v = 0; by the above this gives 
apSu = hence w6 E Vi . Thus Vi is a right vet r space over D. Moreover, 
vi j; v-, r otherwise a,Ru = 0 follows, with ai f u # 0, which is impossible 
in a prime ring. Since the I/i are proper subspaces of V and D is infinite, V cannot 
be the set-theoretic union of VI , V, ,..., v/n. Hence there is a t E v, t $ V, for 
i = 1, I&..., 12. Thus a& # 0 for i = 1, 2,..., n. Sinc,e t = t,6, + ... -c- 5,6,I 
where Q E , Si E D we see that aitju # 0 for some tj . Let x = tj; then aixzl # 0 
for i = 1, I&..., n and x E R. Let bi = apu. 
Let Dr = v-~Dv; D, is a division ring lying in II, . Let W = II,!?. Wis a ieft 
vector space over D, . Let Wi = {w E W 1 uwb, = 0); as we did above, we get 
that I&$ is left Qsubspace of W. So we have that W # u;=, Wi , since the ‘Wi 
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are proper subspaces of W. As above we then get ay E R such that uybi f 0 for 
i = 1, 2,..., n. Writing this out we have that uya,xu # 0 for i = 1,2,..., n with 
X,YER. 
Since arraar .*f an-lran = 0 for all P E R, replace r in this by zero., premultiply 
the resulting relation by uy and postm~tiply by xu. We get 
(uyalxz) r(uya,xu) **- (uya,-,x24) r(uya,xu) = 0. 
Since the uya,xu # 0 are in uRu, a domain, picking Y + 0 E uRu, we get a 
contradiction. With this the theorem is proved. 
The theorem has two immediate consequences, namely, for rings with des- 
cending chain condition on right ideals-that is, Artinian rings-and for those 
with ascending chain conditions on right ideals-that is, right Neotherian rings. 
In each case such a prime ring is a prime Goldie ring. Hence, 
COROLLARY 1. &t R be an iv$nite prime ~rt~n~u~ Gag (hevzce, w ~n~~~te 
simple Artiniava ring). If a, ,..., Q, E R are such that a,ra,r a** a?a-lyaS = 0 fog all 
Y E R, then some ai = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be an injkite (right) Noetherianprime ring. If a,,..., a, E R 
are such that a,ra,r 1.. a+Iran = 0 for all Y E R, then some ai = 0. 
Of course, Corollary 1 is a special case of the result of Posner and Schneider. 
We can pass from the case of simple Artinian rings in Corollary 1 to general 
simple rings. However, we must pay a small price, namely, we must insist that 
the ring have a unit element. This is 
THEOREM 2. Let R be an in&kite simple ring with unit element and suppose that 
n,, ,..., a, in R are such that aIra ..* an-1ran = 0 fey all r E R. Then some ai = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that none of the a, = 0. Then R satisfies the nontrivial 
generalized polynomial identity a,xa;x *a* a,-Ixa, . By a result of Martindale, 
RC is a primitive ring with minimal right ideal, where C is the extended centroid 
of R (see [I, pp. 20-31 and Theorem 1.3.4). However, since R is a simple ring 
with unit element, C is merely the center of R, and RC is R itself. So R is a simple 
ring with minimal right ideal and with a unit element. But then R is Artinian. 
By Corollary 1 to Theorem 1, we have that some ai = 0, in contradiction to 
ai # 0 for all i. With this the theorem is proved. 
One cannot drop the assumption of a unit element in Theorem 2, as we 
already know from the work of Posner and Schneider. To be explicit, if R is the 
ring of all infinite matrices (Q.) where olij EF, the field of two elements. such 
that all but a finite number of the olij are zero, then R is simple. However, the 
elements a, = en , az = en , a, = e,, + e,, , and a4 = e,, satisfy alE,raora3ra, = 0 
for all r E R. 
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We close the paper with another theorem which assures us of the impossibility 
of alrag ... a,_,ea, = 0 for all Y E R with nonzero ai ) in a prime ring R. This is 
%EOREM 3. Let R be a prime ring such that its extended centroid C is in&de. 
If a, , . . , a, E R are such that alyaEzr . . ~ anelra, = Ofor all T E R, then some a, = 0. 
AD~oof. Suppose that all the ai # 0. Then R satisfies the nontrivial generalized 
polynomial identity. Hence, if C is the extended centroid of 
primitive ring with minimal right ideal eS, e” = e, where 
division ring, by the previously cited theorem of Martindale. 
center of D (and D is finite-dimensional over C). 
By the construction of S there exists a nonzero ideal U of R such that 
eU # 0 C R. Since eU is a right ideal of R and cannot be nilpotent, eLTe f 0. 
So there is a u E U such that 8e = eue # 0, where S E D. Moreover, since U is 
an ideal of R and eu E R, by the primeness of R, euU f 0. Because euU is a 
nonzero right ideal of R, it, too, cannot be nilpotent. Thus eukie f 0, hence 
there is a v E U such that ezkve = ale # 0 where 01 E D. 
We argue in a vein similar to that of the proof of Theorem 1. Let 
(t E S I a,te = 0); since C is in the center of S, Si is a vector space overC. 
primeness of S, & # S for each i, and since C is an infinite field, 8 # 
This way we get an element of S, and from it an element of 
aixe # 0 for all i = 1, 2,..., n, with x E R. Letting ;ri = (y E R 1 euyyb? = O), Tt 
isasubspaceofSoverC,sowegetayERsuchthateuyb, #Ofori = 1,2,...,n. 
Hence if ci = euyaixe then ci # 0 for i = 1, 2,..., n; because ci E e&‘e a division 
ring, and since 0 # eue = 6e, we get cieur = czue # 0 
Moreover, because eu, x, y, ai are all in R, di = euya,xeu E 
replace Y by xeureuy. Pn this way we get that d,rd,r ... dnely 
Put Y = “J where v is the element we produced earlier in such that e14:ve = 
ale f 0, a: ED. N-ow di = euya,xeu = 6,eu # 0, where Si E II. So, since 
e&e = Sic, 
0 = dp dp .‘. dnelv d, = 8,euv 8,euv ... G,-,euv 6, 
= 8,euve 8,euve 8, 1.. euve 6, = 6,a 8.p ... a 6,. 
All the elements 01, 6, ,..., 6, are nonzero and in the division ring D, yet their 
product is 0. With this contradiction we have proved the theorem. 
It is not clear what hypothesis on a prime ring R will guarantee that its extended 
centroid is infinite. One such condition is that the centroid of R be infinite. 
However, it is easy enough to give examples of prime rings whose centroid is 
finite but whose extended centroid is infinite. 
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COROLLARY. Let R be a prime ring whose centroid is infinite. If a, ,..., a, E R 
aye such that a,ra,r --a anwlYa, = 0 for all Y E R then some ai = 0. 
If R is of characteristic 0 then its centroid is certainly infinite. So, in such a 
ring we cannot have a,ra,r .*’ a,_,ra, = 0 for all Y E R, with the ai # 0. 
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